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ABSTRACT 
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ofsin7ilar ii<eh s i t a  ir proiYdcd 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Linguistic corpora are important in many areas of linguistics and related disciplines. and are 
becoming more important as more and larger corpora become available. and better techniques 
are introduced for manipulating them. Despite this. their use is less widespread than i t  should be. 
A ma.jor reason for this is the difíiciultie that face the newcomer (student or established 
researcher) in getting started. The difficulties are of severa1 kinds: corpora tend to be very large 
(perhaps too large to fit easily on a user's own personal computer). and the software required to 
manipulate them can be difficult to obtain and install. especially for the computational naive user. 
Users must also familiarize themselves with the software. and then decide what to do with it (one 
can believe that linguistic corpora should be useful and interesting withoiit knowing ho113 to 
exploit them). 
In theory. the World Wide Web (WWW) should have something to offer here. In 
principle. if corpora are available over the WWW. then access should require nothing except a 
Web connection and a browser: there should be no need to obtain and install corpora. or 
download and install software. The interface to the corpus inanipulating tools should already be 
familiar (since i t  will be based on the users web browser). Moreover. the Ilexibility of hypertext 
(htnll) should make it easy to provide access to supporting information. including tutorial 
information on 'what to do next'. 
This paper reports on an effort to realize this: the W3Corpora prqject. ' Apart fiom giving 
a general overview (Section 3). in Section 3.1 will go into some detail about the technical aspects 
at a generally accessible level. with a view to 'de-mystifying' the whole business for the 
newcomer. and providing a point of departure for a more expert reader (who might. for example. 
want to implement sonietliing better). The paper may also be of value in giving some comparison 
with other Web-based corpus manipulation (see Section 4). Section 5 is a conclusion. 
The general aim of'making corpus resources available to naive users over the WWW 
suggests a niunber of desiderata: 
The system should be immediately usable by anyone with WWW access and a Web 
Browser. for example: 
- it should be usable with essentially any generally available browser: 
- it should be usable without the need to iilstall or download any programs: 
- it should be usable without the need to register and get authorization. 
The interface should be as 'friendly' and easy to use as possible: it should be supported 
by extensive and appropriate on-line help. and backed up by detailed information about 
corpus linguistics in general. 'Friendliness' is manilkst both in the way corpus searches 
are specilied and the way results are show. As regards the former. standard searches (e.g. 
searching for whole Lbords only) should be immediately available. but so should a more 
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powerful tools (e.g. full regular expressions). As regards tlle presentation of results. apart 
from being as clear as possible. there should be scope for the user to modify the way 
results are presented. 
One can only really learn about corpus linguistics by doing it. so general information 
must be supplemented by practical infomiation about how to 'do' corpus linguistics using 
a system such as this. 
In terms of functionality. the system should provide at least access to inforniatioil about 
frequency of expressions and their context (e.g. in Key Word in Context (KWIC) 
concordance style). it should be possible to vary the amount of context provided and to 
access wider context. 1 should be possible to perform various operations on the results 
of searches (e.g. sorting. reducing. some other kinds of editing). 
I t  is typical of novice users that they make mistakes with queries: thus. there should he 
sonle method for users to correct and 'refine' their queries v e n  easily. 
It should be possible for a user to install and search their owil corpora -in this way a user 
can explore not only what is possihle in general. but what is possible in relation to the 
kinds of material they are interested in. 
A maior problem with WWW access is the overhead incurred by transniission of data 
across the network. Once a user is convinced of the usefulness of corpus resources. they 
may prefer to install software locally. 1-Ience. not only should information about other 
corpus searching software should be provided. hut the source code for the system itself 
should be freely available. allowing the system to be installed and run locally at other 
sites. 
11. A USER'S OVERVIEW 
We begin with a brief overview of the W3Corpora website. The site is divided into three main 
parts (see Table 1 for Weh Addresses): 
The Search Engine which provides the user with an interface for carrying out corpus searches. 
General Information Pages where the user can learn about corpus linguistics in general (e.g. 
'What is a corpus?'. issues of corpus designand annotation. research areas. bibliography. 
etc). Here. the user will find the kind and leve1 of inforniation one might expect in a 
conbentional introductory text book. such as Barnbrook (1996) or Kennedj (1998). 
Tutorial Pages where the user can Iind out how to use the tools provided. and where sonie of 
tasks for which corpora are useful are descrihed in soine detail. with practica1 instructions 
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(e.g. investigating the meaning o f  word. comparing two similar words. comparing hou 
one word is used in different contexts. investigating spelling. investigating the choice o f  
preposition such as c!fiifoi. in a context like uii cxplcrncrlion ... somcfl?ing). Here and 
elsewhere. the emphasis is on classical corpus linguistics (rather than e.g. statistical 
techniques that can be built on top). 
The keq airn is to answer. as quickly and easily as possible the two questions: 'How do 
1 use this system?' and 'What can 1 use it for?'. so users can go and get some practica] 
experience. and decide u~hether to continue (perhaps with other soflware. installed 
locally). 
'Top l e o t l '  : h t t p :  / / c l u w i v . ~ s s e : ~ . a c .  iik/w3,! 
Cedrch Eriqlne: h t t p :  / /c lw;gii .esse>: .ac.  u~:/w3c/corpus~l~rig~cc;ritent/search~e1ig111~. html  
G e n e r a l  I i i f o r i n a t ~ o n :  http://clwiu~..esse;:.a~.ul./~3c/corpui - l ~ n g / ¿ o n t e r i t / i n t r c d ~ ~ ~ : t ~ o n . h t n i l  
Tu::,:lil: h t t p :  //clwwir.esse::.iii.u!;/;~3c/help/intra/start -page .htiiil 
Table l .  Web Addresses for W3Corpora Resources 
When a user enters the u~ebsite. they are presented with a 'welcorne' page that offers 
access to each o f  the above. Supposing they choose to access the search engine. they are 
presented with a screen which allows them to specify a query by: (a) Selecting a Corpus -that is. 
choosing a collection o f  texts to search; ( b )  Selecting a Search String -that is. specifiing what 
they want to search for; and (c)  Submitting the query. 
In the Iirst two cases the user is presented with a complete new screen containing a form 
to f i l l  in. Also on this (and every) page is a "HELP" button. which generates an appropriate help 
message (Le. appropriate to where the user is in the whole process - typically. it describes what 
sorts ofaction the user is expected to carry out. and what an): specialized terms mean). 
In selecting a corpus, users are presented with a list o f the  available texts. from which 
they can select as many as desired. When their selection is made. they are returned to the main 
search page. to speci. a "search string". This involves speciSiing a ljpe o f  search. and apal~eriz. 
Types o f  search include searches that are restricted to the beginning andlor end o f  words. as urell 
as ordinary regular expressions.' When this choice is confirmed. the user is again returned to the 
top leve1 page. from where they can instigate the actual search by clicking on the "SUBMIT" 
button. 
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Figzrre l .  KWlC Display of first 10 search Results (for regular expression search[Nn]ice). The user has selected 
options which allow results to be deleted and which indicate which sub-corpus each hit coines froin. At the bottoin 
o f the  page the wider context o f  one of the hits is displayed (the user has cliched on one of ihe individual hits to 
obtain tliis) 
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Suppose. for concreteness. the user chooses the Gutenberg corpus. selects the documents 
in Table 3 to form the sub-corpus. and opts for a search for the regular expression [ N n l  i c e  - 
that is. the string "nice". possibly beginning with an iippercase. 
13, 530 Dreains 1:i:rrpretzd [i>r . . . i r "u t ' s  I : i  A Dre6i:ij b y  G ~ i s t a . w s  H~ridrnari Nlll e r .  drniiitlC 
. hero o f  OUZ Tln i¿  D- M.Y. Leririorituv. ahe io l2  
.i i n i l d ' s  iilstor:: o[ S! lgla! id  D). C h a ~ l e s  Dickeris. achoelu 
A i o l l e c t l o ~ i  of B j l l d d s  h; n d r e w  Larig. chla '310 
Tahle 2. Sub-Corpora (and their reference numbers. indicating the corresponding tile names). 
By default. the first search results shown relate to fiequency. and give the simplest 
information about number of matches in each sub-corpus. It is also possible to view how the 
results are distributed across the different parts of the sub-corpora or to see the numbers of 
diffkrent words that were matched (looking at these results will immediately show the user that 
matches were returned for Tj'enice and cornice. which may or may not have been intended). 
For more insight into how the word nice is used. the user may click on the "DISPLAY" 
button at the top of  the screen. which will generate a KWIC (Key Word In Context) display. as 
in Figure 1. This shows the user the first 10 results of the search. together with severa1 words 
either side. Clicking on one of  the key-words shows the wider context in the "Context Frame" 
at the bottom of the screen. The "DELETE" buttons associated with each result allow the user 
to reject some of the results (presumably keeping the remainder for further study). Other buttons 
allow the user to set various options (e.g. how many words of context are displayed. which 
results are shown first. etc.). access other forms ofdisplay. and see more of the results. A slightly 
clearer view of the sort of information that can appear in the KWIC part of the display can be 
seen in Figure 2. 
The "SEARCH" button allows the user to perform another search. or -perhaps more 
interestingly- 'refine' theexisting search. As already noted. the search we are describing matches 
Céilice and cornice. Perhaps these are unintended -perhaps the user really wants words related 
to nicr (niceí,~: niceness etc.). Instead of simply deleting the unintended matches (which could 
be quite tedious). it is possible to 'refine' the existing search. that is. to perform a further search 
on the results of an existing search. Using A [Nn] (which only matches at the start of words) for 
the relined search has the desired effect. The results of this search can then be further refined. In 
this way it is possible for the user to build up an entire 'histoq' of searches. and to move back 
and iorth between them. 
As well as searching the corpora that are provided at the site. it is possible for users to 
upload (by anonymous íip) their own texts and search them (step by step instructions on the use 
of fip are given when help is requested on the page dealing with user-defined corpora). The 
choice of a user-defined corpus is available when the user selects the corpus to search. What 
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happens is that when a user selects this option (in place of. e.g. Gutenberg). files that have been 
uploaded in this way are processed for searching. and then searched in the usual way - the full 
functionality of the search engine is available (the only difference is the iní'orniation about the 
Corpus that is displayed.) In this way. a user can explore whether the searching techniques are 
useful on their own material. 
achoelCi H¿1; Land, and  a f t e r r i a r d s  d i e d  dt i ' e r i ~ c e  o f  a  b r ~ k e r i  t i o a r t .  FasLr r  a n i  
a h p r i l l '  s3 v e r ?  o l r g a n t ,  h l s  ;:oniple:,loii n l i e  dnd w h l t r ,  h l i  unlforrr i  s o  braiif i  
cirrnnLlC d ~ e a i n  o ?  h a ' , ~ n g  dri  ai>uriddri:? o f  ni:? , c l r a r i  c rochr r , ; ,  u e n o t e s  t h a ?  ) z u  r ¿ l l l  
SrmnrlU :..ounj wvman ro d r e d a  ¿ E  a n l c e  , ready-rnade s l i ~ i t - i q a i s : .  d r r i ~ t e s  t t i a t  
Flg~ir~ ,  2. Typical KWIC resulis for retunied foi search for [Nnl ice 
111. TECHNICAL DETAILS 
This section is intended to give some of the technical details. at a generally accesible level. 
.A web browser interprets a command to visit a Web address such as 
h t t p :  / /clwww. e s s e x .  ac .  uk/w3c/.asaninstructiontocontact thewebservingprograrn 
on the machine whose Web address is clwww . e s s e x .  ac  . uk (this is called the server. the 
other machine. the one the user is sitting in front of. is called the clienl) and ask to be allowed 
lo see the directorl. /w3c / .  In general. this directory will contain Iiles. one of which may be 
called something like index . html which the web server will send to the browser. and which 
the browser will render as nicely formatted test. What the file actually contains is a mixture of 
test and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). along the lines of Figure 3 .  The details of this 
are unimportant here. but for example <B> tells the browser to start using bold face. aild the 
< /B> lells it to stop (these bits oEIITML are called ~ q s ) .  
Figure 3. A file containing some text marked up iii fITML 
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As well as  getting ordinary files. the browser can also ask the web server to execute 
p r o g r a r n s .  F o r  r x a r n p l e .  i f  y o u  a s k  y o u r  b r o w s r r  t o  v i s i t  
http: //clwww. essex.ac .uk/cgi-bin/w3c/w3c. then the web server will execute 
the 'w3 c' prograrn in the directo- / cgi -bin/w3 c. What executing thisprograrn actually does 
is not very interesting: it simply prints sorne HTML. ¡.e. something like Figure 3 (with a couple 
of small differences) and the web browser renders this for the user just as if it had been in a file. 
The main differencrs are that what the prograrn prints contains some additional markup tags: the 
<FORM>. and < I N P U T >  tags. Roughly. the <FORM> tag is used to indicate that the associated 
piece of the HTML file. and the associated area of the browsers screen. is to be used for input 
from the user. The < I N P U T >  tag is used to say what will be sent back to the server. For example. 
some of  the text that this program sends to a web browser can be seen in Figure 4. Here the 
<FORM> tag says something like "pass the user input to the program 
cgi-bin/w3c/ input/corpus". The < I N P U T >  tag says "at this point in the page. put a 
button that the user can press. label it C'orpus. and when the user presses it. execute the program 
above with the value of the variable Corpus set to "Gutenberg." (If the 'type' in the 
< I N P U T >  tag had been text. it would have produced a space for the user to write sorne text. 
which would be returned as the value of  the Corpus variable. The reader who wants to know 
more about this sort of thing will find it in almost any book about designing materials ibr the 
WWW. for example Kim (1996)). 
F ~ R I I ~ L .  4. A tile containinp part ofari HTML form 
Thus. Ior the most part. designing a Web interface to corpora involves: 
1. writing filrs containing HTML to contain information that does not change (these can be 
written with an ordinary word processor if you don't mind writing al1 the tags yourself): 
2. writing a large number of programs which produce HTML -any text that mipht vary from 
user to user. or session to session has to be created in this way. ot' course (any 
prograrnrning language can be used ior this. but Perl (e.g. Wall and Schwartz (199 1)) is 
a natural choice for any larpe scale program that involves text processing); 
3.  obtaining corpora; and 
4. writing programs to take the information the user supplies and actually search corpora. 
The first of thesr is completely straightforward lrom n technical point of view. The only 
notable point about the second of these is the sheer volunle of' code that is required. The 
W3Corpora s>stem involves over 17.000 lines of code in about 40 prograrns. Less than 5% of 
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this is required for the actual corpus processing. Probably the hardest part of the whole business 
is getting the corpora to search: here the main problem is that most corpus collections are under 
copyright. and n~aking them web accessible. in however limited a way. is at least potentially an 
infringement of copyright. and therefore illegal. Fortunately. there are some rather extensive 
public domain corpus collections (at least in English). notably the Gutenberg 
corpora.' The technically interesting task is the last one listed. and it will be the topic ofmost of 
the rest of this section. 
The techniques used Sor corpus searching are most easily understood by starting with how 
corpora are prepared. 1 will describe this in relation to a toy corpus of about 30 words (Figure 5). 
1 believe he left his house to his friends, his money to the 
poor, and his clothes to the nation. 
F~gzici' 5. Sainple Corpus 
111.1. Corpus Preparation 
Including punctuation. this toy corpus consists of twenty three 'tokens'. and sixteen 'types' (e.g. 
the word-type his is present as three separate word-tokens). The first task is to 'tokenize' it. i.e. 
split it into individual tokens. This process yields two files: xcorp . tok. and xcorp. i tem 
(xcorp being the nanle of the file containing original corpus). 
xcorg . tok Tokenized corpus -the whole corpus. one word-token per line (CS. the first column 
ofFigure 7). and with paragraph breaks represented by <p> tags. Simply printing this file 
without the line breaks and with the <p> paragraph markers replaced by blank lines 
recreates the original corpus. 
xcorg. item This file contains a character string. with one character per word-token. 
punctuation character. or blank line of the corpus (which means one character per line of 
the tokenized corpus file): the ith letter is w if the corresponding token in the . tok Iile 
is a word: P if it is punctuation. S if it is a paragraph separator <P>. Cf. Figure 6. 
A glance at the Iirst two colun~ns of Figure 7 will show the relation between this file and 
the . tok tile. 
Given the information in this file it is possible to treat words and punctuation differently 
!e.g. when deciding how many iterns ofcontext they want either side of a key word. users 
can decide whether to count punctuation). It is also possible to access the whole of the 
paragraph containing a particular token. 
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Figiire 6 .  A ' . i tem' file 
The . tok  file is further processed producing a further six Gles for each sub-corpus. These are 
summarized in Table 3 .  
xcorp. tok xcorp.item xcorp . seq 
1 W 3 
L-elieve W 
:1 h S 
l e f t  
. . id 11 n i s  W 9 
t. -,. , ~ d s e  i i  1 O 
t c lil 16  
l i i s  P l  9 
f 1-isnds W 7 
F 1 
r , i s  W 9 
r rs iey  W 1% 
t o w 1 6  




. . W 4 




t O  W 
. . 
16 
t h e  w 15 
n a t i s n  W 1 3  
F 
Figzire : The tokenized corpus (xcorp .  tok). its aiialysis as words. punctuation. etc. (xcorp.  i t  em). and the 
sequence file (xcorp.  seq) 
xcorp. lex This file contains a list of the word-types that occur in the . tok  file. sorted in 
lexicographic order (Figure 8). one type per line. One might think of'this as the lesicoi? 
ofthe corpus. Loohing at this file will answer the question "Does word X appear in this 
corpus?" (more generally "Does a uord matching the pattern X appear in this 
sub-corpus?"). On the other hand. if one thinks of  the corpus as consisting of n 
word-types. ,l.,. ii7,. .... ti.,,. then this file allows one to answer the question "What string 
ofletters corresponds to word ti.," -e.g. in this case 11,. is believe. is and. and ti., 
is the comma. See the first two columns of Figure 8. 
xcorp. seg This contains a representation oí' the original corpus. bu1 with word-tokens 
replaced by nunibers (the type numbers given in xcorp . 1 ex). Cf. Figure 7. To recreate 
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the original corpus. one would look at each element ti,, of the . seq file and print the 
string associated with \vi in the . lex file. 
xcorp . lex. f reg A representation of the word-type frequencies; each element is an integer 
-the ith element gives the frequency with which word-type ti,, occurs in the corpus. 
xcorp . lex. idx An index into the lexicon ( . lex). This file records. tbr each word-type 
i i , ,  ..... ti,,,. where in the lexicon the string corresponding to ir, appears. For exaniple. the 
relation between xcorp. lex and xcorp. lex. idx might be as iil Figure 8: M,, 
(he1iei.e) begins at record 10 in xcorp . lex 
To Iind the printed representation of ti,,. one retrieves the ith element of . lex . idx. and 
coi~sults the specilied record of the lexicon. This allows Sor rapid access to the string 
correspoiiding to to any word-type in the corpus. 
xcorp. lex .pos For each word M,,. the ith record of this tile gives the positions in the . seq 
where this word occurs (¡.e. where in the corpus one can Iind the corresponding tokens). 
xcorp . iex.pos . idx This gives an index into . lex . pos. It gives. Sor each word-lpe M',. 
the position in . lex. pos at which the list of occurrences of tis, can be found. 
The relationship between these files can be seen in Figure 8. To take a concrete exaniple. 
ii,,,; is the word /he.  If we look at the 15th record of . lex . idx. we Iind the figure 70. this is the 
position iil the . lex file where the string representation of this word begins. The string 
representation (the) can be found by opening xcorp .1ex at position 70 (and reading forward 
three characters). It occurs in the corpus 2 times. as witness the figure 2 in the 15th record of the 
lex . f req Iile. To find out ti3hel.e in the corpus it occurs. we look at the 15th record of the 
occurrences index -.pos. idx. which gives a value ol' 72. Opening the occurrences files 
. lex. pos at position 72. and reading the next 2 records (the frequency o i  this word in the 
corpus) will tells us that /he appears at positions 14 and 21 in the origiiial corpus. 
xcorp. tok Tlie iokeiiized corpus: oiie word or punctuatioii element per line. 
xcorp. iteni Tliis records. Sor eacli token. whether it is a word or punctuation. or markup. 
xcorp. lex "Lesicoii" -word-types (as strings) in lexicographic order: for eacli i the string 
associated with TI, , .  
xcorp. seq The original corpus. but with i in place oSthe corresponding string. 
xcorp. lex. freq Frequency iiifoilnation Sor eacli word-type TI.,. 
xcorp. lex. idx An index into .lex: where in .les does the string associated with n., occur? 
xcorp.lex.pos Lists OS occurreiices: the positions in .seq where tokens of wi occur. 
xcorp. lex. pos. idx Aii iiidri inlo .lex.pos: where iii .Irx.pos does tlie list oSoccurrences tor >t., appear? 
iuhlc 3 .  Main Corpora Files 
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It will be seen from this that frequency infomlatioil can be very rapidly calculated. In the 
simplest case one simpl! looks through the . l e x  file and for each line / where the pattern 
matches. and recovers record / from the . 1 ex.  f req file. Sumn~ing these gives the total number 
of hits in the corpus. 
This admittedly soniewhat complicated picture will become a little clearer in the 
following section. However. the advantage of having al1 these files may already be clear: the only 
searching involved in linding instances of a word (e.g. /he) is the search through the 'lexicon' 
file to iind 'which word' it is (it is word 15). After that. al1 we have to do is follow pointers that 
take us to exactly the information we need about frequency and location. 
111.2. Searching 
We can now look at what happens when a user actually instigates a search. 
Unfortunately. the protocols that govern web connections mean that things are not quite 
as simple as one nlight hope. In particular. these protocols do not provide a way of 
'maintaining state'. What this means is that there is no mechanism for keeping track of 
information which the user supplies from one point in a session to another. For example. 
suppose the user fills in a form to select a corpus. unless sonlething is done to keep it. the 
information about corpus choice will be lost when he or she accesses another forni to speci@ 
a search string. Standard HTML does not provide interactive forms (i.e. forms which change 
their appearance interactively as  the user makes choices). so realistically. one often has to 
present the user with a sequence of separate forms. Moreover. in an application such as corpus 
searching. there is a substantial amount of information to remember: apart from corpus choice. 
search strinp. and actual search results. there are user options relating to the display. and 
possibly a search history to keep track of. In general. one possibility here would be to Iind a 
way of passing responsibility for this to the users machine (the clienti. But this is not an option 
here. given the desideratum that the system should work independent oí'any facilities on the 
user's machine other than the web browsing programme itselt: The only alternative is to save 
al1 relevailt information in files on the server. Most ofthe complexit!. of what follows is a result 
of this. 
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w, xcorp.lex xcorp.lex.~dx xcorp.lex.pos xcorp.lex.pos.idx xcorp.lex.freq 
1 ,  O 10 1 6  O 
13 8 1 
3 1 i 1 12 1 
in,; 1' 1 í 1 
5 t?lle;.e 1 O - b 1 - ?  
C 51,-zl,e< 18 1 '. 2 1 1 
7 iriend5 - U  6  j 28 1 
H l i t  34 3 2  1 
i'  ti^; 37 5 8 11 18 ? 6 4 
1: ti,use 4 1 5 2  1 
11 left 4: 5 í 1 
12 rnoriz,. 5 2 1- E 3 1 
13 n = i t l c n  5  ii - -  E 4 1 3 3 
1-1 pocr E :, 15 C 8 1 
1 5  the 1 4  21 7 2 
16 :o -4 13 20 80 
F1gln.e 8. Files giving Lesicon, Occurrences. Frequencies, and lndices 
U'hen a user accesses the initial search page. or requests a new search. a lile is 
generated with a randomly chosen name (such as 3 2 5 07  3 ). this file uniquely identifies the 
session. The user must nou7 choose some sub-corpora and a search expression. Suppose the 
user has chooses the same sub-corpora and search term as above ( [Nn] ice and the 
sub-corpora in Table 3). Confirming these choices puts this information into the 'session' file. 
and adds information about any options the user has selected to a ' . options' tile (e.g. 
3 2 5 0 7 3 . options. if the user changes options. these changes are recorded in this file). 
Typical contents for such files can be seen in Figure 9 and Figure 10. (In actualit). the number 
of options is quite large. and the . options file is much larger than this: these figures contain 
explanaton comments. after the 'fi'. which are not part of the real files). 
Conlirming the choices also starts the search process itself. as folloms. First. the user's 
input is read from the 'session' file. and the search expression is split into 'components' -in 
general. a search expression may consist of several components. each of urhich is intended to 
match a separate word. For exan~ple (a search expression like takes advantage. ujhich 
is intended to find instances of the word udvunruge imniediately following the nord rukc\ 
consists of tulo components). 
String:[Nn]ice X What is the search striiig? 
Type:Regular X What kind of searcli espression is tliis? 
Corpus:Gutenberg X Which main Corpus is being searched? 
Entire: # Is it over the bvhole corpus? (No) 
Subcorpus:drmntlO O X Which sub-corpora should be searched? Sub-corpus O is dnnnt 10 
Subcorpus:achoelO 1 # Sub-corpus 1 is achoe10. 
Subc»rpus:cblad 10 2 X Sub-corpus 2 is cblad10. 
Subcorpus:alierol O 3 # Sub-corpus -3 is ahero 10. 
Figi~re 9. Coiitents o r a  'se5sion' file (e.g. 325073) 
Corpus:Guteiiberg k Which corpus? 
Saniple:O ii Where in the search history is this? (Ozat the start) 
Display-1nitial:F # Which restilts should be displayed initially? (Frequency) 
Displa! : lO ii How man!: iteins in ihe KWlC display at one tiiiie? (10) 
KWIC-L:6 How many words to the lefi oftarget iii KWIC? 
KWIC-R:6 How many words to tlie right of target in KWIC? 
KWlC Display Reference:O k Sliould tlie KWIC displa? shon  tlie sub-corp~is's reference'? 
KWIC-Displaj-Delete:O k Sliould tliere be a DELETE option in the KWIC display? 
Figzlre 10. Pait o f  a . o p t i o n s  f i l e .  ~ i t l i  co~iinients 
Next. the search string is normalized to a regular expression (e.g. if the user asked Sor 
a 'whole word' search. then the search expression n i c e  is changed to the expression 
* [ N n ]  i c e $  which only matches complete words). In outline. processing theii proceeds as 
follows (this description is simplified in various ways. e.g. it does not address sorting oí' 
results). 
1. For each sub-corpus selected: 
(a) Sor each component of  the search pattem: 
i. open the appropriate Iiles containing information about the words in tht: 
sub-corpus. their frequencies and positioiis (the appropriate . lex. 
. l e x .  f r e q .  . l e x . p o s .  idx. and . l e x . p o s  f i l e s ) ;  
ii. read through the . 1 ex f i 1 e for the sub-corpus looking for matches 
(this is the Iile that lists the word-types that appear in the sub-corpus). 
If a line in this file matches this component of the search pattern. then: 
A. i f  this is  the first component  o f  the search pattern. access  
frequency and position information Sor the corresponding tokens. 
and continue with other components (if any): 
B. if this is not the íirst component. then inake sure any potential 
matches occur at positions adjacent to places where the previous 
component occurred. 
. . . 
iii. record information about the start and end positions of each match (iS 
there was only one component. then start and end are the sanle). and 
record frequency ini'ormation; 
(b) Frequency information is  written out to a 'iiequency' file Sor the session 
( . f r e q ) .  Position information is written in a 'results' Iile Sor the session 
( . r e s u l t s ) .  
3. For each sub-corpus searched. we recover the strings corresponding to the successful 
matches. To do this. we look in the . seq Iile for the sub-corpus (where the corpus is 
represented as 'running text' but with word-type identifiers rather than strings). at the 
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appropriate positions. and Sor each such position recover the identifiers OS the 
word-types: looking in the . lex . idx Gle fbr the corpus in the appropriate place gives 
the location of the required string in the sub-corpus's . lex file. To avoid having to do 
this again. the string information is also written onto a tile ior this session (this file has 
the extensioii . 1 i). 
A summary of the files involved in each session can be found in Table 4. The . O in the 
names of these tiles indicates that they are the result of the initial search in this session. If the 
user 'refines' the search to produce a search history. then files with names 325073 . 1 . f req. 
32 5 073 .2 . f req. etc. will be produced. 
325073 # 'Session file' Basic Searcli parameters 
325073.options # Other User options 
325073.0.freq # Frequency infonnation: How often each 'hit' appears in each sub-corpus 
325073.0.results # Position infomlation: start and end position of each 'hit' 
325073.0.sub 4 List of sub-corpora for each 'hit' (Le. which sub-corpus contained the hit) 
325073.0.li X List of strings: for each 'hit'. the actual text that was matched 
TuhlC, 4. Files containin~ search results (a 'hit' is a successful match) 
To generate a frequency report. we look at the . freq lile (Figure 11). see that 
sub-corpus O contained two hits. see (fron~ tht: session lile) that corpus O is drmntl0. and look 
up what this sub-corpus is called (10.000 Dreums Inleipi.ercd..). and print this information 
(appropriately formatted). Frequency information can be displayed very rapidly. 
The relationship between the other files can be more easily seen if their content is 
printed out in vertical columns. as in Figure 12. For example. the first entry in the . resul ts 
lile is 80892 8 0892. the Iirst entry in the . sub file is 1: from this. we know that there was 
a match beginning at position 80892 in sub-corpus 1 (Le. achoel0). and ending at the same 
point. Since the Iirst entrj in the . 1 i file is venice. we know that the string that occurs there 
is Iéi7icc. 
O:? Sub-corpus O is drmnt 10.2 hits 
1:1 + Sub-corpus 1 is achoe 10. 1 hit 
2:O # Sub-corpus 2 1s cblad 10. O hits 
3: 1 Lt Sub-corpus 3 is aherol0. 1 hit 
All:4 # Total: 4 hits 
Flgz~re 11. A . f req file: how oflen the searcli string is matclied in each sub-corpus 
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.results .sub .li 
(Stan-End Positioiis (Sub-corpus number) ítlie string that Has matched 
in Corpus) ¡.e. which occurs at that position) 
80892 80892 1 Venice 
3150 3150 3 nice 
51445 51445 O nice 
165263 165263 O nice 
Fi,rine 12.The relatioii bet\$een some of the files holding search results 
Given these results. if a KWIC display is requested for (say) the Iirst result with (say) 
six words of context. then al1 that is required is to open the . seq file of the appropriate corpus 
( a c h o e l O  . seq) at record 80892. read six records either side. and for each record recover the 
associated string. This can then be printed. with appropriate markup that puts it in an 
appropriately sized window. and with an HTML tag on the string that was matched that will 
cause wider context to be displayed if the user clicks on this word. Actually accessing wider 
context is  similar. except that one should read backwards and forwards for the nearest 
paragraph markers (where these are is quickly recovered from the appropriate . i t e m  Iile Ior 
the sub-corpus). Notice that no searching is required after the initial search: al1 that is necessary 
is to open files and follow pointers to appropriate places. Apart fron-i the need to open and close 
Iiles. and I-ience for disk access. the process is ven; efficient. 
As noted. if the user requests a refinement OS this search. the results go in Iiles with the 
same 'session' name. but numbered sequentially. e.g. 3 2 5 07  3 .l. f req. 3 2 5 07  3 . 2  . f r e q .  
Managing a h i s t o ~  of searches is  then straightforward. Though we have not mentioned it. it 
is also possible to handle son-ie kinds of tagged corpora in exactly the san-ie way. In particular. 
corpora which are tagged by associating a tag with each word can be searched by treating the 
tags as  separate words (so searching for word 11. followed by tag T just involves a 'two 
component' search Sor M. n. 
IV. ALTERNATIVES. COMPARISON 
There are a large number of tools and systems that otYer something similar to what the 
W3Corpora site seeks to provide. A Iist of son-ie Sor which inforn-iation can be obtained over 
the WWW is provided in Table 5. They range fronl simple Unix con-imand-line style programs 
like PIX.  to programs with sophisticated Graphical User Interfaces (like A h i c ) .  Some are 
comn-iercial products. some completely free. and some can be obtained at a nominal cost. or 
are free Sor research purposes (requiring only registration). Some can be run directly on 
iinformatted text. while others require the text to be preprocessed to a high leve1 (essentially 
it miist be t~irned into a database -the corpus search program is then in ef'fect a database query 
program). Many are very expressive. allowing a wide range of searches (e.g. allowing recovery 
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of collocational information. and some relatively sophisticated statistical andlor grammatical 
information). and some are designed to be multilingual (e.g. Sor searching parallel corpora). Foi 
many there are important limitations. however. Typical limitations include: being available for 
only one platform (e.g. Pir and %vic require Unix. C'onc is available only for Macintoshes. 
LEXil. TVordsmirh Tools. and Suru are only available Sor MSDOSIWindows): being onl! able 
to handle files up to a certain size (iiles small enough to lit into memon al1 at once); being 
designed only for a specific corpus: requiring registration and installation (lvhich may be more 
or less easy depending on the usual range of factors). 
Of course the WiCorpora system does not sulier from these particular limitations (nor. 
to be sure. does it have the full fiinctionality of the most powerful systems). Still. a more 
interesting comparison is with Web sites that ofSer access to English corpora (see Table 6 or 
\\eb addresses)? 
BNC The British National Corpus is a very large (over 100 million words) corpus ofmodern 
English. both spoken and witten. The BNC site provides access to a subset of the 
British National Corpus on a trial basis. This permits simple searches on-line. but with 
limited number of hits. and limited information about the hits. Registration for a trial 
account (20 days) is required. Full access requires downloading a (Windows) client 
program (available for Windows95. and Windows3.x only). and paymení of an annual 
registration fee. It is restricted to users within the EC. 
Cobuild This site gives limited access to the Cobuild Corpora: the "Bank of English"(over 
50million words). The page is intended to provide a ilavour of the kinds of search that 
can be carried out. It is possible to search for regular expressions (including a special 
character which matches inflectional endings). combinations of ~vords. and part of 
speech tags. Only 40 lines of concordance are returned. and no information about 
frequency. or wider context is accessible. lt is also possible to search for collocates of 
words. based on either of t~vo statistical scores (mutual information and T-score). 
ranked by statistical significance ( 100 collocates are returned by default). 
The site does not provide much in the \\ay of help pages. and there is no tutorial. 
Bergen Corpus of London Teenager Language At this site it  is possible to search a pilot 
version OS the Bergen Corpus of London Teenager Language corpus using the 
TACTWeb software (TACTWeb is intended to make TACT software usable over the 
WWW. TACT is a text-analysis and retrieval system for MSDOS that permits inquiries 
on text databases in European languages). 
Canadian Hansard This cite permits access to the proceedings OS the Canadian Parliament in 
English and French. These are parallel corpora (English and French). searches map be 
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mono- or bi-lingual (in either case. the results retumed are bi-lingual -i.e. the Liser sees 
both the context where the search term appears. and translation): 
with the simple q u e v  interface. entering a word or expression in one lang~iage 
will retrieve examples of its use together with the translation of these examples. 
For instance. typing passel- ziii .uipin will allow the user to see how this 
expression is used and how it can be translated. 
With the bilingual query interface. the user can also enter a pair of  words or 
expressions to retrieve examples where one element is translated as  the other. 
For example. entering con~nzi/iiien/ in the English Expression Iield and 
o//ucheriierr/ in the French Expression field will produce examples where one 
of  these words is translated as the other. 
Normally. the program searches for expressions verbatim: a quei-y like,z>iill ~ h e p l z ~ g  will 
find al1 occurrences of that string (and none of pzillcd /he pliig or ,z>dl /he plzig~). It is 
also possible to perform a dictionary search. e.g. the query: pzill+ ~ h e p l u g  will look for 
y ~ i l l  /he ylzig. but also yulliiig ~hcplzig. yulls /he yliig. etc. and searches tor words that 
do not appear contiguously (e.=. mnkc ... al-rangemen/.r): there is also a restricted form 
of ellipsis (indicated as "...") which only spans a few words (75 characters). It is 
possible to view the wider context of search results. N o  frequency information is 
provided. 
Swedish Government Site This cite gives access to '-Regeringsforklaringen": the learly 
declaration of the Swedish governrnent issued in Swedish. English. French. German. 
and Spanish. Simple searches are supported. At the time of writing. this is simpl\. a 
demonstration program. 
Linguistic Data Consortium cite gives remote access to the Rrown Corpus (1 Million words 
of Arnerican English). after registration at the main Linguistic Data Consortium site. 
For individuals who are not (affiliated to) members of the LDC it is possible to register 
as a guest (and later upgrade to full membership). and access corpora with the password 
that is supplied; authoiization and password are sent to the user by email. Frequency 
information is available. and a wide variety of searches is supported. concordances can 
be generated. and collocational information retrieved. 
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Conc 1.7 1ittp:ilwww.sil.org' 
LEXA http:!lwww.hit.uib.nolicame/icanie.litml 
ParaConc http:!:www.ruf.rice.edui-barlowiparac.htm1 
Wordsmith 7001s http:llwww 1 .oup.co.ukleltlcataloguimultiined~ 
MicroConcord http::/www.nol.net 
IMS Corpus Workbench (Xkwick) hnp:~~www.ims.uni-stuttgart.delpro~~ektelCorpus%'orkbenchl 
Micro-OCP hnp:/!www.oup.co.uk/ 
Multiconcord Iinp::isun 1 .bhani.ac.uk/johnstfllingua.htni 
Ghlc 5. Come Corpus Processing Tools 
British National Corpus (Sara) http:i/info.ox.ac.uk/bnc:sarJindex.hhnl 
Cobuild http:lltitania.cobuiId.collins.co.uWform.html 
Bergen Corpus of Teeiiager Language http:l!www.hf.uib.no'i.'Engelsk:COLT/index.html 
Canadian Hansard htip:i!\\\\\i-r;ili.iro.i~monLreal.cdTransSearch~TS-simplc-ucn.cgi 
Swedish Governinent Site hnp:i~strindberg.ling.uu.se/--corporairf 
Linguistic Data Consortiuiii hnp:!iwww.Idc.upenn.edulldcicatalog.hmilitext.litnil 
(see also: http://www.Idc.upenn.eduildc;about~ 
Tuhle 6 .  Web Sites Offering Corpus Access 
It is obkious that some of these sites provide functionality that is not available at the 
W3Corpora site. In particular. some provide one or more oí'. ( i )  multi-lingual searching and 
searching over parallel corpora. (ii) access to collocational information. and (iii) 'dictionary 
stjle searching' (Le. the ability to search for inflectional kariants of a word -to use lcrkr as the 
search term and recover instantes of rukc~,  lrtken and took. or for a regular verb like i i ~ ~ l k ,  to 
recover i i  tr1k.c and i i  ulked: the W3Corpora system requires such searches to be simulated using 
regular eupressions). Severa1 provide access to far more extensive corpus resources than are 
available via the W3Corpora site. 
On the other hand none of these sites duplicates what is available at the W3Corpora 
site. In particular. none of thern provides the balance of easy (imtnediate) access to usable 
quantities of corpus material. with eag.  custornizable functionalit!. and extensive user support 
and tutorial facilities. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In the tnain. the W3Corpora site and search engine satis@ the desiderata that were listed at the 
outset. It is usable without the need to install or download programs. to register or get 
authorization. The interface is relatively 'fiiendly'. and searches return a useful minimum of 
information (frequency and KWIC. with access to wider context on demand). lt is possible to 
perform some operations on the results of searches (e.g. 'refinement'). It is possible to install 
and search user defined corpora. The search engine is supported by extensive help and general 
documentation (as readers may judge for themselves by visiting the site). One rnaj reasonable 
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claini that this is a good place to start leariling about corpus linguistics. 
However. there are both minor and major limitations. It is not really possible to use 
web browser: providing results in a readable forrnat requires the use of HTML frames. and 
some (obsolete) browsers do not do this. The operations that can be applied to search results 
are limited to 'refinement' of searches: to do anything more. the user has to use standard tricks 
(e.g. 'drag and drop') to save results to their own machine. The range of searches that can be 
carried out is not very exciting: tliere are no tools tor investigating collocations. for exaniple. 
There is no provision for languages other than English. Perhaps rnost seriously. the fact that 
only public domain corpora caii be made freely available means that only lirnited and rather 
unsystenlatic corpora are available. and no access to tagged corpora is possible without 
registration. 
As the WWW matures. as better tools becorne available for developing web 
applications. it should be become easier to develop applications that improve on W3Corpora 
iii many ways. Unfortunately. the lack of tagged public domain corpora is a social. not 
technological. phenomenon. so in this respect the situation is unlikely to improve greatly in the 
near future. Really getting started in corpus linguistics is going to require some kind of 
registration to use a non-public domain corpus. and hence a significant comnlitment on the part 
of the user. 
NOTES 
( 1  ) The project was tlie joiiit work of Ylva Berglund. Natalia Brines-Moja, Martiii Roiidell aiid tlie author 
in the period 1996-8. The project was funded b) JISC (tlie Joint Infomiation Systems Comiiiittee of the 
UK liigher Education 1-uiiding Councils). under JTAP (the JISC Technologq Application Progr~mme). 
as pait of project JTAP-2247. which also iiivolved the development of the "lntemet Graminar of 
Englisli" by a team at University College London (cf. Aarts et al. (1999)). Otlier discussion of the  proiect 
caii be found in Arnold e t  al. (1999)  and Arnold (1999) al1 available from 
http://clwww.essex.ac.uk/-doug/. 
(2 )  Regular espressions provide a general way of specifying textual pattems. for exaniple ihe regular 
espression [Nn] [a-z] * $ uill matcli either N or n followed by zero or more lower case letters (aii) 
Ietter between a and z j. The * means 'zero or niore o f .  the iiiitial A iiieans oiil) matcli at tlie stan of a 
liiie. tlie final S nieans onl) niatch at the end o f  a line. If a corpus is represented oiie word per line. then 
this hill match words that stait with aii upper or lower case n. and otlierwise coiisist only o f  lower case 
leners (¡.e. no numbers, capitals. etc). 
(S) For iiiore óiforination about the Gutenberg project. see http: / /promo. net/pg/. Only a subset of 
the Gutenberg collection are available for searchiiig at the W3Corpora site. However. this still gives 
access to 321 tests. totall) around 19.000.000 words. 
(4) The inforination given here is probabl) out of date. given the speed at whicli WWW related tliings move. 
Most of the systeiiis mentioiied are under developnient. which norinall) nieans that the! either improve. 
or becoiiie free or are ported to new platfomis. The web accessible sites listed here can al1 be accessed 
via the WSCorpora web-pages. 
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